
Before you can think about generating

desire for your brand, you have to create a

consistent identity. There must be a con-

sistent look to everything about your

business that the public sees, including

your logo, the colors you use, your signage,

your business forms, even your photography.

Think of your logo as your face. A logo

can be letters, symbols, graphic elements,

pictures or a combination of any and all of

them. The key is to create a unique logo and

stick with it. My best advice is to hire a pro-

fessional graphic designer to help you create

an identity package you can use for years. It

is an investment in the future of your brand.

Last February, after years of working in

the family’s photography studio in Indiana,

Jeff and Michelle Richardson decided to

branch out and open a studio of their own

in another Hoosier town, Bloomington.

They agreed to spare no cost in creating a

new identity for Richardson Studio Ltd.,

including engaging just the right graphic

artist and brand manager. The Richardsons

understand that the power of a brand

depends on having a strong identity from

the beginning, and braced themselves for

the process to take as long as necessary.
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With a strong visual identity, you give your
business a face. Repetition and consistency
turn your logo and branding into a familiar
face that your clients will grow to love.

Identity crisis
CREATING A LOGO AND BRAND

SARAH PETTY,  CPPTHE JOY OF MARKETING
TM

Building a brand identity takes consistency, not
just in the usage of your logo, but in colors, style
and the message of your marketing material.
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Partnering with a local graphic designer,

they started with nothing more than a few

words they liked and some sketches, and the

identity began to evolve. In addition to a

logo and color palette, the Richardsons

wanted to include sketches of people in their

brand identity, but not in the logo itself.

They’ll use the sketches in their marketing,

and eventually people will automatically

associate any arty renderings of people with

the studio. When creating wallets for high

school seniors, they might print a sketch of a

girl in the corner. For a promotional piece

about family photography, they could use

sketches of an entire family. 

Another part of their identity includes a

shortened, initials-only version of the

company’s name, RS, which is imprinted

on all of their images. It works because it’s

been consistently used from the start. If

you choose to use a symbol or your initials

in a shorthand version of your identity, it

must be done the same way each time. To

tie the two versions together, look for

opportunities to use both versions in places

like your blog.

Your logo must withstand the test of

time. Coca-Cola has retained its logo for

more than 100 years—I’m sure that over the

years graphic designers were clamoring for a

crack at creating a new logo for this high-

profile company. The company’s executives

had enough faith in the brand to resist. I’ve

heard small business owners say they’re

bored with their logo, but it isn’t until you’re

about sick of it that others actually start to

notice it. Repetition and consistency are the

keys to creating a successful identity. They

must exist early on to get people emotionally

attached to your brand. 

When you meet with your graphic

designer, the more information you can pass

along about your vision, the better job the

designer will do. Show examples of your

photographic style and the style you want

for your studio. If your photography style

and your studio are both traditional, then

your logo and identity should have a

traditional flavor. If you want to reposition

your business as more contemporary, then

display contemporary images and style your

studio accordingly. Contrasting elements in

your identity will only cause confusion.

Never let anyone who is reproducing

something for you try to recreate your logo.

Always give the printer a vector file of your

logo, even if it’s in a standard font. It will
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guarantee the scale and the spacing

between the letters is accurate. It makes

me wince to see the names of prominent

businesses set in a style other than their

logo. Once you have your logo and detailed

specifications figured out, put a copy of

them in a folder on your desktop so they’re

always readily available. 

To stay fresh in your business, you can

use trendy fonts, colors and designs in your

marketing and promotional materials. The

key is to stay true to the face of your busi-

ness, your logo. If you feel your logo is dated

or needs to be changed to reposition your

business, make a 100-percent commit-

ment—including financial—and follow

through with everything you use. If it’s

handled well, it can create buzz that your

business is growing and evolving. Replace

the old logo on everything, from signage, to

business cards, to mailing labels. Even if you

have a huge pile of letterhead remaining, be

strong and take it to the recycling bin.

Having your old logo anyplace will weaken

your brand in the mind of the consumer. 

Once you have a new identity, define 

the usage parameters so you know how it

will look in color, black and white, on 

your prints, in ads, everywhere it will be

used. Finally, protect your identity as if it’s

your child.  n

Sarah Petty Photography is in Springfield,

Ill. (www.sarahpetty.com).
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• As with selecting a photographer, price

isn’t necessarily a primary factor in choosing

a graphic designer. Because it’s such a

major part of your business plan, the goal

is finding a designer who gets you. 

• When interviewing candidates, ask

tons of questions about their portfolios,

about the kind of direction the clients gave

them, about problems they might have

encountered and how they resolved them.

• Ask to see the first round of logos that

have been presented to a past client so you

know what to expect when it is your turn.

Are they rough pencil sketches or are they

detailed computer-generated files? 

• Ask how many proposed logos they’ll

show you and what happens if you don’t

feel the designs represent you. 

• Ask for references and call them to see

how they liked working with the designer. 

• Ask if he met deadlines, and if he

missed the mark, how he handle the

situation.

• Offer to trade professional services 

in-kind. 

• Start a design file for your designer.

The more direction you give regarding your

likes and dislikes, the more efficiently the

designer can pick up on your style.

• Stress that your logo needs to be

strong in black and white as well as color.

Ask your designer to show you both ways. 

• Discuss font choices. Because you

should plan on keeping the logo for at least

10 years, don’t choose a highly stylized,

trendy font.

• There must be some chemistry between

you and the graphic designer. You need to

be able to bounce ideas off each other and

come up with better ideas together.

TIPS FOR FINDING A GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Richardson Studio imprints an abbreviated
version of its company name, the initials RS,
and a sketched figure on all of its images.


